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Connect Within and Beyond 

 

      

Above, the first two layers of underpainting for “City Park”. Most of the collage pieces 

are taken from earlier paintings of mine, and torn up to suit; particularly the rocks in the 

foreground. Also the two houses were sketches in watercolour. 

   

“Hi Ian, This piece is so cool! The bottom of the collage is amazing, it looks like flowing 

water or a flower”.  I added some cobalt blue mixed with white to the tree to add some 

highlights with the cobalt blue I already have there.  “It has so much depth, it reminds 



me of an old warehouse in the city with all of the textured walls.”  Denna Erickson. I felt 

it was not quite finished, so I emphasised the trees and “ghosted” in some building 

shapes to encourage the feeling of “City”. 

 

SPOTLIGHT ON COLOUR 

 

Mauve has a remarkable story that ties together an accident in chemistry, artistic 

dreams, high fashion, Oscar Wilde, an Empress and a British Queen. 

The colour mauve was born from the ambition, curiosity and dreams of a teenager 

named William Henry Perkin. William was trying to synthesize quinine from coal tar at 

the direction of his tutor at the Royal College of Chemistry (now Imperial College 

London), the renowned chemist August Wilhelm von Hofmann. Quinine was valuable 

because it was the only treatment for malaria, but it was very expensive therefore 

Hofmann was looking for a synthetic quinine. Unfortunately, William failed in this 

endeavour but, luckily, he had originally dreamed of being an artist. As a result, he was 

fascinated when he noticed, when wiping out the black residue from his latest failure to 

produce quinine in his beaker that his cloth turned purple. He quickly suspected that he 

had inadvertently made a wash-proof purple dye. 

Take a look at Winsor @ Newton’s masterclass link below. 

https://www.winsornewton.com/uk/masterclass/?utm_campaign=600045_wn-

campaign_always_on_masterclass_launch_english_uk_cz_062020&utm_medium=email&utm_s

ource=Winsor%20%26%20Newton&dm_i=4QA7,CUZX,3EADPR,1GDM3,1 

Since he had been experimenting during his school break at his family home on Cable 

Street in East London, he kept the discovery a secret from Hofmann. He saw the 

potential for his colour in the industrial age and he called it mauveine, later to become 

https://www.winsornewton.com/uk/masterclass/?utm_campaign=600045_wn-campaign_always_on_masterclass_launch_english_uk_cz_062020&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Winsor%20%26%20Newton&dm_i=4QA7,CUZX,3EADPR,1GDM3,1
https://www.winsornewton.com/uk/masterclass/?utm_campaign=600045_wn-campaign_always_on_masterclass_launch_english_uk_cz_062020&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Winsor%20%26%20Newton&dm_i=4QA7,CUZX,3EADPR,1GDM3,1
https://www.winsornewton.com/uk/masterclass/?utm_campaign=600045_wn-campaign_always_on_masterclass_launch_english_uk_cz_062020&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Winsor%20%26%20Newton&dm_i=4QA7,CUZX,3EADPR,1GDM3,1


mauve. William first conducted experiments to be sure that, when it dyed silk, it 

was stable when washed or exposed to light. When satisfied with his experiments, he 

sent some samples to a dye works in Scotland to confirm his findings. When his results 

were verified, William filed for a patent in 1856 when he was only 18. By 21, he was a 

very wealthy man with his own dye manufacturing facility where he carried on 

experimenting with anilines to discover new colours. 

Mauve was a fashionable and in demand colour in its day, every woman wanted mauve 

coloured fabric for a dress. This intensified when Napoleon III’s wife, the Empress 

Eugénie, decided the colour matched her eyes and ordered her dresses made in 

mauve, as did Queen Victoria. London fashion was totally consumed with this colour for 

a time but it died out amongst the younger crowd, leading it to be said older women 

were like ‘mauve measles on London’. Then Oscar Wilde wrote cuttingly in The Portrait 

of Dorian Gray, ‘Never trust a woman who wears mauve. It always means they have a 

history.’ 

As an art material, Permanent Mauve has never gone out of fashion. Winsor & 

Newton’s modern formulation is a lightfast, semi-transparent single pigment colour that 

artists have enjoyed for decades. I used mauve in my latest waterscape; at least for the 

underpainting! 

Watercolour Painting! 

         

The one on the left is entitled Forest Fire Sunset. It was generated from a prospect from 

the University of British Columbia, across the Salish Sea, otherwise known as The Strait 

of Georgia. Some sunsets here can be really scary, particularly when a storm is 

approaching. The painting on the right is from a forest on Vancouver Island, where 

some trees are partially submerged. Both watercolours are 12” X 16”. The sunset 

painting shown in Painterlogue #20 is an 6” X 8” version. 

Jury Selections 

I received confirmation from the Federation of Canadian Artists Toronto, that two of my 

paintings had been jury selected for the Online Exhibition, called Summer Palette, from 



August 4 to September 7, 2020. The paintings are “Dance with Me”, and 

“Rhododendron Wood”; the former an acrylic mixed media, the latter, a watercolour. 

Also, three of my paintings were jury selected for “Small Works’ exhibition at the 

Federation Gallery on Granville Island! This exhibition is from August 17 to August 30, 

2020. 

 

Acrylic Mixed Media 

For the past two weeks I have been working on an experimental island scene using 

combinations of collage, painted tissue paper, and various acrylic paint colours, such as 

Titan Buff, Cerulean Blue Chromium, Iridescent Silver and Pearl! 

 

   

 

You can see the use of mauve mixed with white gesso in the background. I am currently 

working on this piece. I am not sure yet how to proceed. I think I will emphasise the 

mountain range in the background. 

 



This acrylic mixed media is another in the Park series. 

“FINDING A PLACE TO SIT” 

A mixed media acrylic of a scene where the undergrowth and tress are dense yet I 

required a place to sit to paint en plein air. 

I live very close to a forest named Rhododendron Wood, and within easy walking 

distance from Pacific Spirit Regional Park, both at the University of British Columbia. I 

have developed two series of park scenes. Abstract in acrylic mixed media, and 

watercolours. 

“Finding a Place to Sit” is indicative of the density of parts of both forests.  This painting 

was created by sketching en plein air, taking photographs, and then returning to my 

studio to think about the composition, focal point, content, collage materials, and 

colours. 

In determining the composition of this painting, I wanted to emphasise some silver birch 

trees with copper leaves. 

This painting is one of three of a series.  The reference to music relates to one of them 

named “Song of the Wind”.  The yellow seat (bench) again is referenced in “Song of the 

Wind”, and that is where I sat! 

In the lower middle is a copy of one of four of an earlier series of acrylic paintings 

named ”Birth of Colour” reminiscent of the colours in this work. 

 

      

        Collage build up                Adding colour                   Locating trees 

This was a real build!  Overall, it took me about 6 hours, with a break or two, and latterly 

fortified by a Talisker! The composition came together nicely, with the trees creating 

separation and direction. 

 



   

After photographing the work, I used the app to create a value to determine where the 

title and “seat” should go.  The triangle was complete with the green leaves (spring) and 

the orange, copper, leaves (autumn). Then I knew where the seat had to be located! 

I submitted this for the A.I.R.E. (Annual International Representational Exhibition). The 

jurors selected it for inclusion in the exhibition to be held from September 14 to October 

4, 2020 at the Federation of Canadian Artists Gallery on Granville Island! 

To prepare the painting for hanging, I had to “paint” the 1.1/2 edges, black, install the 

hanging mechanism, tape the contract to the back, and add my title. 

I will deliver it on September 2, 2020. 

     

              Song of the Wind           Finding a Place to Sit    City Park 

These are the three, to date, in the series. 
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